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DEFI Group is engaged in a global strategy of energy efficiency, promoting LED (Light 
Emitting Diodes) lighting instead of conventional alternatives such as neon tubes and 
fluorescent lamps.

Energy-efficient lighting is an excellent way of achieving huge potential energy savings, 
offering decisive added value to the advertising signs at the present time.

But the target could be even more ambitious : to power the advertising signs with 
energy from a clean and renewable source, turning them truly carbon neutral.

Kia neon sign & Pirelli LED sign, Paris
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Since 2004 DEFI substitutes neon tubes by LED  
systems for most of its new projects.

DEFI is monitoring the technological development of the 
LED industry and tests the new products in partnership 
with its suppliers.

The DEFI signs use the most efficient high-intensity LED 
modules designed for signage applications.  

LED signNeon sign

LED modules
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LED modules instead of neon tubes
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As their luminous efficacy and efficiency constantly increase, the best LED modules 
represent a great enhancement compared to the neon tubes : 

long life•
LED lifetime is 3 to 5 times longer (note that for LED the lifetime is based on the loss 
of 50% of their luminous flux whereas for neon it refers to their complete extinction) 
: LED 50/100,000 hours - neon 15/20,000 hours  

low energy consumption and high efficiency•
to achieve the same luminous intensity, LED modules only require a quarter of the 
input power of neon systems, only a sixth in case of red : around 3W per meter for 
LED /  20W/meter for neon. 
This results in considerable potential energy-savings.

luminous flux•
LED are characterized by high light output (up to 50 lumens per module) and 
contrary to neon tubes, LED luminous flux is optimal at low temperatures,
e.g. at –10°C : 100% of flux for LED / 40% for neon
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Advantages of LED lighting 
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extremely compact dimensions and mounting flexibility•

versatility•
LED offers a wide range of colours (up to 16 millions colours for RGB LED) and 
dynamic lighting effects (gradations, animations, etc)

robustness•
the LED modules are much more resistant to vibrations, contacts, moisture or water 
than neon tubes and fluorescent lamps

safety•
LED works with low voltage (8/24V) and direct current while neon tubes are very 
fragile high voltage devices (1,000/10,000V) because of glass breakage

environment•
LED are eco-friendly through lower energy use and less environmental pollution, 
compared to mercury and other hazard and not recyclable components of the neon 
tubes.
Most LED chains and converters used by DEFI are classified RoHS (Restriction of 
Hazardous Substances Directive) - i.e. they are lead, mercury, cadmium free

no infra-red and ultra-violet radiations•

brilliant but not invasive lighting•
LED modules are commonly used in backlighting signs - where modules are covered 
with an acrylic or flexible face : the backlighting technique not only ensures bright and 
uniform illumination of lettering and logos, it is also less invasive visually than neon 
lighting, which is currently questioned by the local authorities
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The LED system consists of chains of LED modules connected by cables to electronic 
drivers that convert the main voltage to safe low DC voltage.

Surface Mount Device (SMD) lamps and Chip-on-board (COB) technology - an 
optimized thermal management reducing the temperature of the diodes - are used in 
the LED modules used by DEFI.

The integrated electronics provide constant brightness and homogeneity of colour over 
the entire length of chain. The chain can be split at any point.

The LED strings are designed to be directly mounted with screws, clips or tape on the 
sign back-plate : easy to assemble and to install.

The small size of the modules and their wide angle of light output (up to 155º) allow 
installation flexibility for any type of signage and ensure uniform light distribution and 
excellent colour saturation, both for large or small signs and complex layouts.

Converter & LED chain
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LED system description 

Waterproof (IP67) LED module
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For special applications such as RGB effects – mixing red, green and blue to create 
millions of colours - and lighting animations, controllers, amplifiers and sequencers are 
added to complete the matching operating units.

The most advanced RGB modules allow the transformation of a standard channel 
letter into a true video screen : each full RGB module is individually controlled to 
display full motion pictures.

Bacadi sign, Lisbon

RGB LED

RGB LED : millions colours 
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Coca Cola sign, Oporto

Cetelem sign, Sevilla

GK Pro sign, Paris 

Hyundai sign, Prague 

SANYO sign, Paris

Ricoh sign, Brussels

Some examples of LED signs 
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LED lighting saves energy and is eco-friendly

Beside their very high luminous efficacy, durability and reliability compared to neon 
tubes, the LED modules greatly reduce the energy consumption of the sign.

Case study : the SANYO sign in Paris
The SANYO sign in Paris has been renewed last year, switching from neon tubes to 
LED lighting. 

The SANYO sign consists of 2 channel letters devices, each one with 17,20 meters 
length and 5,60m height.  

Neon sign electricity consumption : ~60,000 kWh / year•

LED sign electricity consumption :•  ~7,000 kWh / year

The new LED sign consumes about 8 times less electricity than the former 
neon sign (however with capacitors on the transformers). 

The total input power of the LED sign equals approximately the input power of only 
1 domestic washing machine.  
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Thus the LED sign saves annually approximately 53,000 kWh : equivalent the annual 
electricity consumption of 15 average three-bed houses.

NEON sign

LED sign
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This massive reduction of the energy consumption implies a proportional
reduction of the environmental impact of the sign. 

This impact can be measured with the carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) 
method, which estimates the greenhouse gas emissions of the sign 1 :

Neon sign : ~6,000 kg CO2e / year•

LED sign :•  ~700 kg CO2e / year

The LED sign is more than 8 times less polluting than the standard neon.

It would save annually about 5 tons of carbon dioxide, equivalent for 
example :

1 return flight Paris-New York•

25,000 km (i.e. 2 years) of car driving with a middle class model • 2. 

The annual absorption of CO2 of more than 1.500 trees, that is approximately•
one hectare of broad-leaved trees forest

Definitely a worthwhile contribution. 
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1 source : ADEME _ CO2 contents for lighting use in France : ~100g 

CO2e/kWh

2 source : www.atmosfair.de

Greenhouse gas emissions
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LED lighting offers clear added value in resource conservation through 
lower energy use, less emissions and environmental pollution due to 
old neon tubes.   

The low energy consumption of the LED signs enables an even more 
ambitious target : install zero green gas emission signs. 

This can be done by using a non polluting energy source to power the 
sign : the sun.
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DEFI Group is working on photovoltaic (PV) powered signs and have already realized 
complete studies to ensure its feasibility.  

The photovoltaic project can be summarized the following way : 

Stand alone or grid-connected system ?
As the sign consumes energy mostly at night, and as the PV panels produce electricity 
during the day, one could think that the sign must be powered by batteries. 

But the batteries should be used only when no electricity grid is easily available, or 
when the complete autonomy of the advertising sign is the main objective.

In fact the batteries have a short lifetime, they are not eco-friendly devices (they often 
contain heavy metals such as mercury, lead, nickel), and this kind of stand alone system 
does not ensure the illumination of the sign all along the year according the standard 
contractual lighting schedule : on a cloudy day in winter the PV panels would not 
generate enough electricity to light the sign 12 hours with the energy stored in the 
battery bank.

When the electricity grid is available but energy from a clean and renewable 
source is desired, solar panels must be connected to the grid.

In that case, the grid is used as a battery storage : 

during the day the PV panels route renewable energy to the utility grid•

at night the sign consumes electricity from the grid•

Towards zero greenhouse gas emission : 
photovoltaic signs
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Photovoltaic system description 

the photovoltaic panels with their support•
structure

a synchronous grid-connected inverter ; the inverter•
converts DC current from the solar modules to AC
current in order to be compatible with the grid
electricity

the cables and electric protections•

the meters to measure both the electricity production•
of the solar panels and the sign consumption

a wall-mounted monitor is added to check the•
energy coming from the solar modules and shows
the system’s current power state, and the daily
cumulative energy production in watt-hours.
This information could be displayed on the sign itself,
on a separate LED display for example

A grid connected photovoltaic system basically consists of :
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The PV system must be sized to produce annually at least 
as much renewable energy as the sign consumption.

Therefore the PV system would make the sign truly 
carbon neutral, from producing annually as much or more 
renewable energy than its total consumption.
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Siège Social :
11, rue Madame de Sanzillon 

92110 Clichy
Tél.: +33 1 41 40 42 00

 defi-group.com


